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MINIMAL SHELL OF A TYPICAL CONVEX BODY
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Abstract. We prove that "most" convex bodies in E    touch the boundary of

their minimal shell in precisely d + 2 points.

Let W be the space of convex bodies in the ^-dimensional euclidean space

E , endowed with the Hausdorff metric. In recent years, many properties that

hold for most elements of W in the sense of Baire categories have been found.

For instance, it was shown that most convex bodies are strictly convex and

smooth [5]. T. Zamfirescu proved (in his paper [7], which is closely related

to our paper) that most closed convex curves in the plane have precisely 3

points of contact both with their inscribed and with their circumscribed circles.

P. Gruber showed in [3] that most convex bodies of E touch the boundary

of both their minimal circumscribed and their maximal inscribed ellipsoids in

precisely d(d + 3)/2 points. Many other applications of the Baire category

theorem in convexity can be found in [4] and [8].

It has been proved (see [1]) that in E the minimal shell K(C) associated

with a convex body C is unique and that on each of the spheres bounding

K(C) there are at least 2 points on the boundary of C (for d = 3 see [6]).

In this note we prove that most convex bodies in E touch the boundary

of their minimal shell in precisely d + 2 points and that these points form an

irreducible set for the minimal shell. The case d = 2 was treated in [9].

1. Notations and terminology

We denote by W the space of convex bodies in E , i.e. the space of all com-

pact convex subsets of E with nonempty interior, endowed with the Hausdorff

metric.

We say that a property holds for most elements of some Baire space, or

equivalently that it is generic, if the set of those elements which do not have

this property is of first Baire category, i.e. a countable union of nowhere dense

sets.
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Let K be the set of points p with

P0< \\p-x0\\ <a0,

where \\p - xQ\\ is the Euclidean distance of p from a fixed center x0 . We say

that AT is a shell of center x0 and of radii a0 and p0 , bounded by spheres A

and a of a center x0 and of radii a0 and p0, respectively.

Now we recall the definition of the minimal shell associated with a convex

body C . In case d = 2 , the minimal shell is called minimal annulus.

Let B(y,a) = {p€Ed:\\p-y\\<a}.

For x € C let

a(x) = min{r: B(x, r) D C},

p(x) = max{r: B(x , r) ç C} .

The function rj - p attains its minimal value in a unique point c € C ([1];

for d = 2 see [2]). Let A(x) be the boundary of B(x, a(x)) and let a(x)

be the boundary of B(x, p(x)). The minimal shell associated with C is the

shell K(C) of center c and of radii a(c) and p(c). We shall write c(C) = c,

A(C) = A(c), and a(C) = a(c).

Now let K be a shell as above, of center x0 and of radii oQ and />0. Let

px,p2, ... ,pk be points in the sphere A and let qx, q2, ... , qh be points in

the sphere a . We then say that the sets

{px,p2,... ,pk}    and    {qx,q2, ... ,qh}

cannot be separated if

(1) conv{p'x,p'2, ... ,p'k}nconv{q[, q2, ... , q'h} ¿ 0.

Here

p'^ + ^LZifi       (/=1,2,...,*),

i Q¡ - xn
<¡j = xo + ^T^       (j = l,2,...,h),

"o

and conv(/) denotes the convex hull of the set /, i.e. the smallest convex set

containing /.

The set {px, p2, ... , pk, qx, q2, ... , qh} is called irreducible for K if, upon

omitting any pi or any q., the remaining set no longer satisfies the previous

condition (1).

Notations. The abbreviations bd, int, rel int, and conv stand for boundary,

interior, relative interior, and convex hull.

We shall need the following result (see Theorem 2 of [1] or [6] if d = 3) :

(A) The point x0 € C is the center c(C) of the minimal shell of C if and

only if there are points px, p2, ... , pk € A(x0) n bd C and qx, q2, ... , qh e

a(xQ) n bd C which cannot be separated.
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2. Main result

Theorem. Most convex bodies C in & have exactly d + 2 points in common

with the boundary of their minimal shell K(C). These points form an irreducible

set for K(C).

Proof. First we consider the set

3§ = {C € W: bd C n bdK(C) is an irreducible set for K(C) consisting of

exactly d + 2 points}.

We show that

(2) .93 is dense in 'W.

Let D be an element of £f and P be a polytope approximating D. We set

{px,P2,...,Pm} = A(P)nbdP

{qx,q2,...,qn} = a(P)nbdP,

c(P) = x0,  A(P) = bdß(x0, aQ), and a(P) = bd5(x0, p0).   From (A) it

follows that {px, P2, ■■■ , Pm} and {qx , q2, ... , qn} cannot be separated.

Moreover it can be shown (after reindexing if necessary) that there is a sub-

set {px,p2, ... ,Pk] of {px,p2, ... , pm) and a subset {qx, q2, ... , qh} of

{qx,q2, ... , qn} such that {px, p2, ... , pk, qx , q2, ... , qh} is irreducible for

K(P) and 4<k + h<d + 2.
First we assume that k + h — d + 2 .

From P we obtain another polytope P' by cutting the vertices pi (i =

k + 1, ... , m) in such a way that bdP' is always a subset of K(P). Next,

at each q. (j = h + 1, ... , n) we construct a sphere I externally tangent

to a(P) and of diameter so small that the boundary of the convex hull F of

P'uïw U-'UÏn is a subset of K(P) and a(P)r\bdF = {qx , q2, ... , qh} .

Now let

P(A) = (1 -X)P + XF   where A G (0, 1).

It is easy to see that bdP(X) is a subset of K(P). Moreover

{px,P2,...,Pk} = A(P)nbdP(X)

and

{qx,q2,...,qh} = a(P)nbdP(X)

cannot be separated. Then, by (A), we have K(P(X)) = K(P).

Therefore P(X) € 33 . For X sufficiently small, P(X) is sufficiently close to

P. Since we can choose P sufficiently close to D, P(X) is also sufficiently

close to D.

Now let k + h < d + 2 . We treat this case inductively; i.e. we find, close to

P , another convex body P(X) such that K(P(X))DbdP(X) is an irreducible set

for K(P(X)) of k + h + 1 elements.

Assume that px does not belong to any hyperplane tangent to a(P) at any

of the points qx, q2, ... , qh. By slightly modifying, if necessary, the polytope
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P, we can do this in any case.   For example, we can construct the following

polytope P*  close to it:  Let vx,v2, ... ,vm be the points of B(xQ, o*0 - e)

nearest to px, p2, ... , pm respectively and Px = PDB(x0, a0 - 2e). Then we

simply put P* = conv{Px u {v{} U{v2} U---U{um}}.

We claim that since the set

{px,p2, ... ,pk,qx,q2, ... ,qh}

is irreducible for K(P), we can choose two points r and 5 near to px  such

that

{r, s,p2, ... ,pk, qx , q2, ... , qh}

is also an irreducible set for K(P).

To prove the above claim, we proceed as follows.

Since {px, p2, ... , pk, qx, q2, ... , qh) is an irreducible set for K(P),

convoi, p2, ... ,p'k}n conv{<5r| , q'2, ... , q'h)

is a point / such that

/ G relintconv{/7j , p2, ... , pk} n relintconv{c7,, q2, ... , qh).

We choose a point p0 € relintconv{pi, p'2, ... , p'k} near to p'x in such a

way that

t €relintcom{p0,p'2, ... ,p'k}.

If n is the hyperplane which contains p0 and which is orthogonal to p'x-x0,

we choose a point r of n , belonging also to X = {x € E : \\x - xQ\\ = 1} , but

not to the linear manifold A? spanned by p'x, p'2, ... , p'k , q'x, q'2, ... , q'h . Let

us observe that Af is a properly submanifold of E , even if k + h = d + 1 ,

since p'x,p'2, ... , p'k, q\, q2, ... , qh are linearly dependent. The straight line

r'p0 meets X in a point s' different from r and not belonging to AC. When

pQ approaches p\ , r and s also approach p'x . Moreover if p0 is sufficiently

close to p\ ,

/ € relintconv{r , s , p2, ... , pk} .

Then if r and 5 are the points of A(P) corresponding to r   and s , we have

that the sets of points

{r,s,p2,... ,pk}    {qx,q2, ... ,qh}

cannot be separated. Moreover it is possible to prove that

{r, s,p2, ... ,pk , qx , q2, ... , qh)

is an irreducible set for K(P).

Now let Q = conv{P U {r} U {s}} , where r and 5 are so close to px that

a(P) nbd(2 contains {qx, q2, ... , qh}.

By suitably cutting the vertices p.(i = 1 ; k + 1, ... , m) of Q, we obtain a

convex Q' whose minimal shell is always K(P). As before, at each q.   (j =
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h + 1, ... , n) we construct a sphere X of diameter so small that a(P) nbd F =

{qx,q2, ... ,qh} where F = conv{g' U ZA+1 U • • • U !„} .

If P(X) = (1-X)Q+XF with X€(0, 1) sufficiently small, P(X) is sufficiently
close to Q. But Q can be constructed sufficiently close to P, and therefore

P(X) is sufficiently close to P. Since, from (A), K(P(X)) = K(P) and since

K(P(X)) nbdP(X) is an irreducible set for K(P(X)) of k + h + 1 elements, we

see that P(X) is the convex body for which we are looking.

It follows that £$ is dense in ^.

Now let

&(0) = {C € W: bdC n bd K(C) contains an irreducible set for K(C)

of less than d + 2 points}.

We shall prove that

(3) ^(0) is nowhere dense in fë.

The first step is to prove that ^(0) is closed; i.e. if

C., C,, ■ ■ ■ € f(0)   and     lim C„ = C,
1        L n—>oo

then C e W(0). By the definition of ^(0) there exists an irreducible set for

K(Ct)

{piX,pi2,...,pik,q,x,qi2,...,qih},

where k¡ + ht < d + 2 .

By considering a suitable subsequence and reindexing if necessary, we may

assume that kx = k2 = • • • = k and hx —h2--—h, say, with k + h < d + 2

and

limp    =p        (j=l,2,...,k),
n—>oo    "J J

lim q    =q (j = 1, 2, ... , h).
n—>oo    "J j

A routine argument together with (A) shows that if

C. , C,, • ■ • e f(0)   and     lim C = C,
n—»cx>

then

(4) lim^(C„) = ^(C).
n—»oo "

Thus px,p2, ... ,pk, qx, q2, ... ,qh€bdCn bdK(C).
Since

cannot be separated, we have that

{px,p2, ... ,pk},{qx,q2, ... , qh)

cannot be separated, with k + h < d + 2 .
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From these sets we can choose a subset irreducible for K(C). It follows that

W(0) is closed in ?.  By (2) int^(0) = 0, and this concludes the proof of

(3).

For i€ {1, 2, ...} let W(k,i) = {C€W: bdCnbdK(C) contains at least

d + 3 points, k of which are elements of A(C), i.e.

bdCnbdA:(C) 2 {p{, P2, ■■■ , Pk, qk+1, ... , qd+}},

with px,p2, ... , pk€ A(C), qk+x , ... , qd+3 € a(C), and moreover ||/>r-/?J >

i/i, lkm-<,J>i/0-
An elementary compactness argument using (4) shows that W(k, i) is closed

in W. By (2) W(k, i) has empty interior and thus, being closed, is nowhere

dense in W.

Now if f(i) = {Cef: bdCnbdA:(C) contains at least d + 3 points such

that if pr,ps € A(C)nbdC and qm, qn e a(C)C\bdC then \\pr - p J > 1/7

and \\qm -qn\\> 1/7}, then

W(i) = \JW(k,i).
k

Hence
oo

[JW(i) = {C e^: bdCnbdA:(C) contains at least ¿ + 3 points}

is a countable union of nowhere dense sets of ^ . Thus ^(0) U (J^, ^(') is

also a countable union of nowhere dense sets of W . This completes the proof.
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